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Summary

1. Background. Animals may be uniquely vulnerable to collisions on railways, relative 
to roads, because trains cannot stop quickly or manoeuvre to avoid wildlife. 
Moreover, oncoming trains can be difficult to detect if the sound of their approach is 
obscured by topography or background noise. This sensory limitation may increase 
mortalities of wildlife, including grizzly bears, on the Canadian Pacific railway 
through the mountain parks.

2. Methods. We measured the auditory information available to bears (and other large 
animals) by recording the approaches of trains with stereo sound recorders. 
Recorders were placed at the onset of curved track sections where intervening 
topography and vegetation was hypothesized to reduce the audibility of trains 
(Figure 1). For each train approach, we examined recordings to determine (a) the 
time before train arrival when the sound pressure level of train noise exceeded that 
of the background noise, (b) the mean signal-to-noise ratio at 35‒25 seconds before 
train arrival (which we estimate as the optimal time for warning stimuli to elicit 
escape behaviour), and (c) the apparent acoustic direction of approaching trains, 
calculated from the time-difference of arrival of train sounds among the 
microphones of adjacent sound recorders.

3. Results. Train recordings were made at 10 sites within Banff National Park. 
Preliminary analysis of 34 train approaches from 3 sites suggest that trains may be 
harder to detect when they approach from curves (relative to straightaways) at some 
locations (Figure 2, 5MileCluster) but easier to detect when they approach from 
curves at other locations (Figure 2, Stables). Signal-to-noise ratios at 35‒25 seconds 
before train arrival were smaller for trains approaching from curves than for those 
approaching from straightaways (Figure 3). No analysis of the apparent acoustic 
direction of recorded trains has been completed to date.

4. Synthesis and Applications. Our preliminary data suggest that the acoustic 
information wildlife use to detect trains approaching from curves may be obscured 
or misleading.  However, additional work is needed to determine the generality of 
our preliminary results, to identify the effects of vegetation and topography, and to 
determine whether or not sites with sensory vulnerability can be predicted.



Figure 1 (left). Experimental 
setup for each site (not to 
scale). Three sound recorders 
are placed adjacent to the 
track with microphones 
(black circles) arranged as 
drawn. Trains are recorded 
approaching from each 
direction, allowing 
measurement of train 
audibility as well as train 
speed.

Figure 2 (above). Preliminary analysis from 
three sites showing the time before train arrival 
at which trains are first audible above 
background noise. Results from the 
“5MileCluster” site indicate trains approaching 
from the straightaway are audible earlier; at 
“Stables,” trains approaching from the curve 
are audible earlier; at “5MileAvailable,” no 
clear difference exists in the data analyzed to 
date. The red dashed line indicates 30 seconds 
before train arrival.

Figure 3 (left). Preliminary analysis aggregated 
from three sites showing mean signal-to-noise 
ratios at 35‒25 seconds before train arrival. 
Each point represents one train approach. 
Median signal-to-noise ratios are lower for 
trains approaching from curves.


